Current multi-document summarization systems can successfully extract summary sentences, however with many limitations including: low coverage, inaccurate extraction to important sentences, redundancy and poor coherence among the selected sentences. The present study introduces a new concept of centroid approach and reports new techniques for extracting summary sentences for multi-document. In both techniques keyphrases are used to weigh sentences and documents.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuing growth of online information, it has become increasingly important to provide improved mechanisms to find and present a summary of textual information, not only for a single document but also for multiple documents. Multi-document summarization is an automatic procedure that extracts important information from multiple documents. Many efforts have focused on extracting a representative summary either from single or multiple documents. Single document summarization is a difficult task by itself, but Multi-document summarization (MDS) has additional challenges.
The major challenge of MDS is due to the multiple resources from which information is extracted. Multiple documents include the risk of higher redundant information than would typically be found in a single document. In addition, the ordering of extracted information from a set of documents into a coherent text in order to create a coherent summary is a non-trivial task [3] .
Summarization can be either extractive or abstractive. Extractive summarization involves assigning saliency measure to some units (e.g. sentences, paragraphs) of the documents and extracting those with highest scores to include in the summary. Abstractive summarization usually needs information fusion, sentence compression and reformulation. Abstractive summarization is a difficult problem because it requires deeper analysis of source documents and concept-to-text generation. Currently most of the researches and commercial systems in automatic text summarization are extractive summarization. Concerning generality of summaries, two types can be distinguished: generic and query-driven summaries. The first type tries to represent all relevant topics of a source text, while the second focuses on the user's desired query keywords or topics.
Most of the existing successful summarization systems are used in domain of news articles where each document is assumed to have a 'mono-concept'. It is assumed in these systems that a document has information about a single event, accident, or news. In such systems, one of the key tasks is to cluster multiple documents either on time bases or on topics extracted from user-input query. For example MEAD [17] selects centroid sentence of each cluster, and searches for similar or strongly related sentences to centroids. CLASSY (Schlesinger et al., 2008) ranks sentences with their inclusion of user query terms and their associated signature words.
In the proposed work, a new concept-centroid approach is presented for multi-document summarization. It fits the following scenario: "User is faced with a collection of related documents which have information about a main subject. The subject has different topics which are unknown to user. Further, each document discusses one or more topics of the target subject. User wishes to have summary highlighting important information contained in the collection. In multi-topic documents, classifying documents at earlier stages of summarization process may lose important topics covered. Also, making use of user query terms (even with their linguistically equivalent words) may not be suitable for users who don't know all aspects of a certain topic. The system automatically extracts the key shared concepts and their relevant information among all the documents plus other information unique to individual documents. Extracted keyphrases are used to evaluate both the concept richness of each document, and the importance of each sentence in the cluster. A new scoring scheme for keyphrases extracted from multiple documents is presented. Two keyphrase based techniques for extracting summary sentences are presented. The presented work is implemented to extract summaries of Arabic documents; however, the approach is language-independent. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that exploits automatically extracted keyphrases to produce Arabic multiple document summaries. The system is characterized by:
• The presented approach is a generic extractive summary for multi-topic, multi-document summarization. • The decision of extracting sentences to be included in the summary is postponed until evaluation of the whole picture of topics in all documents. • Domain independent topics are extracted automatically, and the system ranks documents and sentences by their topic richness. Centroid documents containing highly ranked sentences are then identified. • The system balances between concept importance and coverage of all topics.
• Flow of summarized texts follows centroid documents and is augmented by sentences extracted from other documents.
The remaining of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous works; Section 3 the proposed system; Section 4 discusses evaluation techniques and results; and section 5 is the conclusion.
PREVIOUS WORKS
A variety of summarization methods have been developed recently. Extractive methods share common tasks to generate an effective summarization. In the following sections we describe basic processes:
Coverage: Extraction process plays a central role in summarization process, as it identifies important information that covers different topics in source documents. Extraction process can be performed at any level of textual passages: paragraph, sentence, phrase, word, etc. Various algorithms have been proposed to identify salient information from the source documents [11] . Most of these methods first identify important words or phrases from the source documents using term-weighting methods such as TF-IDF [22] , and then extract passages that contain these words or phrases. Many extractive summarization systems consider sentences selection as the final goal.
Coherency: Optimal ordering of selected sentences to create a coherent context sequence flow is a difficult problem. In single document summarization, one possible ordering of extracted sentences is provided by the input document itself [12] . However, ordering a set of sentences extracted from a set of documents into a coherent text is a non-trivial task (Bollegala, 2007) . In general, methods for sentence ordering in MDS can be classified into two approaches: making use of chronological information [13;16] and learning the natural order of sentences from large corpora.
Redundancy elimination: Due to length limitations required for an effective summary, and the existence of many extracted sentences that include the same information; it is desirable to select just one of them to include in the summary. Many researchers [1; 10] use the similarity measure in different ways to identify the duplicate information.
Existing MDS systems:
Five existing MDS systems which were presented as multiling pilot at TAC 2011 [7] were used in our experiments. We reviewed these systems in addition to other systems related to the same domain.
MEAD [17] is a news tracking and summarizing system based on a centroid-based approach [18] . It works by clustering documents describing an event. Clusters are chosen to include two or more documents ordered by time. The system then constructs cluster centroids consisting of words best describing that cluster. Each sentence within the cluster is scored based on its similarity of centroid words, and n sentences are selected to best represent the cluster. The process is repeated for each cluster, and the extracted sentences are ordered based on news time stamps to constitute the summary. In other work, MEAD was extended [19] to allow the system to collect clusters either by user input keywords, or keywords extracted from example news. El_Haj et. al. [4] extended the MEAD concept to include the Arabic language. They used different parameter settings for extracting sentences including the cluster size and the selection model.
ClASSY [23] is an event-focused, query-based multi-document summarization. It summarizes Arabic documents by translating documents into English to extract the summary. The system uses language dependent trimming rules to focus on important parts of the sentences. Sentences are then ranked by their inclusion of "signature words"-which occurs significantly more than expected in the document. [8] is a query-relevant MDS, in which each passage (sentence) is ranked by summing its cosine similarity to user input query, its similarity to other passages within cluster, its inclusion of specific word types (such as named entities) and its time stamp sequence; the latest of which is preferred. To achieve diversity, the ranking score of a passage is penalized by its cosine similarity to previously selected passages. It is penalized also if it is part of previously selected clusters and documents.
MMR-MD
Lexical Chain method [2] disambiguates word senses using shallow syntactic analysis, part-ofspeech tagger, and WorldNet thesaurus. The system organizes semantically related noun words as lexical chains. Sentences corresponding to the strongest lexical chains are then extracted to construct the summary.
CIST: Liu et. al. [15] introduces an extractive multi-document summarization method for 7 languages including Arabic. The method constructs a hierarchical tree structure of candidate sentences based on hierarchical topic model of hierarchical Latent Dirichlet Allocation (hLDA). Each sentence is represented by a path in the tree, and each path can be shared by many sentences. The assumption is that sentences sharing the same path should be more similar to each other because they share the same topics. Also, if a path includes a title sentence, then candidate sentences on that path are more likely to be included in the generated summary. The system extracts the sentences with the highest scores to include into the summary. Features for sentences assessment are (1) the similarity of title sentences with all candidate sentences; (2) the number of sentences that are assigned on each path, assuming the path that contains more sentences is considered to be the main topic or hot topic; (3) the number of named entity that one sentence contains; and (4) word frequency in sentences. To remove duplicate sentences, similarity is calculated considering the number of intersecting words between the two sentences. If the similarity between a candidate sentence and the sentences that have been added to the summary exceeds a certain threshold, the present candidate sentence is ignored and the system re-selects another sentence.
The system by Saggion [20] TLAN_UPF introduced a technology to produce multiple document generic summaries in four languages including Arabic, based on a single unsupervised system to deal with the four languages. Vector representations are created for each sentence and each document based on statistics of word frequency. The centroid of the cluster is computed as the average of all document vectors. Sentence ranking is based on the similarity between the sentence vector and the centroid vector using the cosine measure. This method differs from the cluster centriod method used in Mead where centroids are the top ranking tf-idf sentences. For sentences belonging to the same document, ordering follows the original document, while documents are sorted according to their document ID in the dataset. This ordering technique differs from system [4] where ranking of sentences in summary is done according to similarity to the centroid.
Most of the methods that depend heavily on sentence similarity and more particularly those related to multi-lingual summarization, focus on the frequency of reoccurring terms and approach the summarization problem as a bag of words, ignoring the dependency of lexical and syntactic features in the extracted summary. This is one of the reasons that motivated us to exploit the existing Lemma Based Arabic Keyphrase Extractor LBAKE [6] module -a module based on both statistical and linguistic features -as a starting point for the proposed multiple documents summarization. The system automatically extracts the keyphrases for individual documents. Extracted keyphrases are used to evaluate both the concept richness of each document, and the importance of each sentence in the cluster. A new cluster topic scoring technique for the keyphrases extracted from multiple documents is presented. In this technique the main concepts are represented by keyphrases that maximize both the relevance and coverage to the cluster. We explore balances between concept importance and coverage of all topics. Sentences and documents are assessed based on the global keyphrase importance. The system ranks documents and sentences by their topic richness. Centroid documents are then found which contain highly ranked sentences. Ordering of the summarized texts follows the centroid document and is augmented by sentences extracted from other important documents.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Generating an effective extractive summarization system requires many processes. A central process is the assessment and selection of pieces of information according to their relevance to a particular subject or purpose. Instead of using text passages (documents, paragraphs, or sentences) directly for assessment, the current work relies on extracting keyphrases which are used as attributes to evaluate the topic's richness of sentences and documents within the cluster. The steps of the summarization algorithm are similar for both the Sen-Rich and the Doc-Rich technique; however step 4, as noted below, utilizes a different approach for Sen-Rich than the approach for Doc-Rich. The steps are:
1. Extract local keyphrases for each document.
2. Construct cluster topics of the set of documents.
3. Assess the cluster sentences and documents. 4. Extract important sentences to construct the summary.
In the first step, keyphrases contained at each document were extracted separately. Each keyphrase was assigned a local keyphrase score based on its importance in the document. Then, each keyphrase was assigned a new global cluster topic score based on its importance on the local document as well as the relevance to the cluster. In the third step, all sentences of the documents were assessed based on their richness of important cluster topics. The fourth step involved analyzing two different methods for constructing the summary. The first (Sen-Rich) is concerned with selecting summary sentences rich in important topics that balance between relevance and coverage; while the second technique (Doc-Rich) presents a new method for ordering the extracted sentences based on selecting one or more base document. We applied the new summarization techniques in our experiments to summarize different types of Arabic documents.
Both the word representation granularity level, and its extracted morpho-syntactic features directly affect the performance of the keyphrase extraction subsystem and hence the summarizer output. Section 3.1 reviews the Arabic Keyphrase Extractor used, sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the cluster topics construction, and sentences extraction algorithms.
Local document keyphrase extractor
The first step was to pass each document of the cluster to the keyphrase extractor LBAKE [6] module to extract indicative keyphrases of each document at lemma level. LBAKE is based on three main steps: Linguistic processing; candidate phrase extraction; and feature vector calculation.
LBAKE is a supervised learning system for extracting keyphrases of single Arabic document. The extractor is supplied with linguistic knowledge as well as statistical information to enhance its efficiency. All possible phrases of one, two, or three consecutive words that appear in a given document are generated as n-gram terms. These n-gram words are accepted as a candidate keyphrase if they follow syntactic rules. To hide inflectional variations, words are represented in their lemma forms in all computation processes. The importance of a keyphrase (score) within a free-text document is based on nine features: Weights of these features were learned during building the classifier. The output of LBAKE is a set of scored keyphrases normalized to their maximum, representing the input document. Each document is replaced by the features illustrated in Table (1) . Their ranges: 0≤LS≤1, 1≤ i ≤D, and 1≤ j ≤ NP i LS i,j is the local score divided by a maximum local score of a given document.
Constructing cluster topics
The next step of the algorithm was to construct the cluster topics T k , and their Cluster scores TS k for all documents. Extracted local keyphrases have rich information, and can be used in various scoring schemes for cluster topic construction. To realize this process, all local kephrases features of the set of documents were combined together, and each keyphrase was assigned a new global cluster topic score based on its importance on the local document as well as the relevance to all documents of the cluster. The next subsections illustrate steps to construct cluster topics and their scores.
Maximum coverage score
A direct solution to construct the cluster topics (T) is to union all local keyphrases.
Since a keyphrase T may appear in many documents, we set the maximum coverage score MCS equal to the maximum local keyphrase score that match T.
MCS k = max(LS i,j ), and T k =P i,j
Top ranked non-duplicated keyphrases were then selected, which guaranteed the inclusion of all important local keyphrases in the global summary. All important topics in local documents will be included in the summary with this technique, hence it tends to maximize the coverage of the summary.
Centroid topic score
In spite of its simplicity, the previous scoring ignores the relevance aspect of selected keyphrases. In multi-document summarization, importance should be given to common information that maintained by keyphrases with the same local scores in two different documents in a cluster, and only one of these keyphrases could be repeated multiple times in other documents. To provide a fair assessment of the keyphrase importance, repetitions of the keyphrase in other documents must be considered. This is represented by the relevance feature which reflects the keyphrase for the set of documents. frequency (F P ) among the cluster documents. The concept is that the importance of a keyphrase increases as it appears in more documents. The freq F Note that F also represents the number of documents that contain P. sole representation of the importance of a keyphrase is not importance. For example a minor topic that importance. Therefore, we considered a ' Centroid topic is defined as the topic that is impor document cluster. Therefore, Centroid Topic Score CTS is given by multiplying the two factors:
Where NF k : is the normalized frequency of
Centroid document score
An important feature of the proposed summarization reduce) the effect of non-related documents. For example, if documents concerned with 'Tsunami', and the tenth article is strongly related to ' incident'. Since the tenth article is strongly r top scores. This will mislead the extractor to include unimportant topics. In our approach, we exploit a 'Centroid Document Score CDS' to evaluate the relevance of the document to the cluster. Keyphrases extracted from centroid documents get a bonus by CDS values. CDS is ranked by the number of links of a document to other documents. A Link Score between two documents A and B is the count of their matched keyphrases.
CDS of a document k is calculat other documents divided by the number of keyphrases of k. Since the keyphrases are guaranteed not to be repeated within a local document, CDS is set to
In multiple documents, the extracted keyphrase must be important in its local document in addition to having strong relevance to the main concepts of the cluster. Finally, to have a balance between maximum coverage and relevance, we include to equation (1) to represent the Maximum In spite of its simplicity, the previous scoring ignores the relevance aspect of selected document summarization, importance should be given to common that maintained by many documents. For example if there are two different keyphrases with the same local scores in two different documents in a cluster, and only one of keyphrases could be repeated multiple times in other documents. To provide a fair assessment of the keyphrase importance, repetitions of the keyphrase in other documents must be considered. This is represented by the relevance feature which reflects the importance of a keyphrase for the set of documents. The relevance of a local keyphrase (P) can be found by its ) among the cluster documents. The concept is that the importance of a keyphrase increases as it appears in more documents. The frequency F of a keyphrase P is given by
for all i,j represents the number of documents that contain P. The use of frequency as a sole representation of the importance of a keyphrase is not always an accurate representation of . For example a minor topic that is repeated in many documents will gain a false importance. Therefore, we considered a 'Centroid Topic Score' as a solution to overcome this Centroid topic is defined as the topic that is important in its local document and relevant to document cluster. Therefore, Centroid Topic Score CTS is given by multiplying the two
CTS k = NF k MCS k where NF k = F k / max(F)
: is the normalized frequency of T k among T.
An important feature of the proposed summarization system, is the ability to reject (or at least related documents. For example, if there is a cluster containing nine documents concerned with 'Tsunami', and the tenth article is strongly related to ' incident'. Since the tenth article is strongly related to 'terrorist incident', its keyphrases still have top scores. This will mislead the extractor to include unimportant topics. In our approach, we exploit a 'Centroid Document Score CDS' to evaluate the relevance of the document to the rases extracted from centroid documents get a bonus by CDS values. CDS is ranked by the number of links of a document to other documents. A Link Score between two documents A and B is the count of their matched keyphrases.
CDS of a document k is calculated as the summation of link scores between document k and all
other documents divided by the number of keyphrases of k. Since the keyphrases are guaranteed not to be repeated within a local document, CDS is set to:
In multiple documents, the extracted keyphrase must be important in its local document in strong relevance to the main concepts of the cluster. Finally, to have a balance between maximum coverage and relevance, we included the centroid document score to represent the Maximum Centroid Topic Score. In spite of its simplicity, the previous scoring ignores the relevance aspect of selected document summarization, importance should be given to common For example if there are two different keyphrases with the same local scores in two different documents in a cluster, and only one of keyphrases could be repeated multiple times in other documents. To provide a fair assessment of the keyphrase importance, repetitions of the keyphrase in other documents must importance of a The relevance of a local keyphrase (P) can be found by its ) among the cluster documents. The concept is that the importance of a keyphrase uency F of a keyphrase P is given by:
frequency as a representation of will gain a false solution to overcome this. tant in its local document and relevant to document cluster. Therefore, Centroid Topic Score CTS is given by multiplying the two (1) reject (or at least a cluster containing nine documents concerned with 'Tsunami', and the tenth article is strongly related to 'terrorist errorist incident', its keyphrases still have top scores. This will mislead the extractor to include unimportant topics. In our approach, we exploit a 'Centroid Document Score CDS' to evaluate the relevance of the document to the rases extracted from centroid documents get a bonus by CDS values. CDS is ranked by the number of links of a document to other documents. A Link Score between two ed as the summation of link scores between document k and all other documents divided by the number of keyphrases of k. Since the keyphrases are In multiple documents, the extracted keyphrase must be important in its local document in strong relevance to the main concepts of the cluster. Finally, to have a ocument score
(2)
Extraction of MD summary
In this step we presented two techniques to produce relevant summary sentences. Each one of these techniques can achieve one or more of the summarization goals. Production of summary sentences requires two steps. The first is to rank the cluster sentences according to some salient features, and the second is to present these sentences in some order. Both techniques have the ability to produce cluster summaries based on the automatically extracted cluster topics (T k , and their Cluster Scores TS k ). The first technique, Sen-Rich, prefers maximum richness sentences along the cluster, while the second, Doc-Rich, prefers sentences from maximum richness documents. In the following subsections, we describe both techniques, and the pros and cons of each.
Sentence richness technique (Sen-Rich)
Rich sentences are those that contain many important cluster topics. The basic idea is greedy in the sense that the algorithm tries to select a minimum number of sentences that carry most cluster topics. In the Sen-Rich technique, importance of the sentence is determined by summing all cluster topic scores TS k that exist in that sentence. All sentences are ranked and top n sentences are selected according to predetermined summary length.
Note that the cluster score of a topic carries both the document importance (relevance), and local topic importance (coverage). Therefore, the algorithm aims to capture sentences that include the important shared common concepts along the cluster, along with the important concepts that are addressed by individual documents.
The Sen-Rich scoring technique tends to be useful when highly condensed summary is required. A few sentences carrying most important topics are selected and presented. However, the algorithm suffers from lack of coherence between the selected sentences, as they belong to different documents. Also, diversity of sentences is not guaranteed, dominant topics (highly scored) may appear in many sentences. Therefore, the presented algorithm is useful for providing highly condensed summary for closely related documents such as news articles.
The summary produced could include similar sentences describe the same subject or explain two important aspects in different ways; the algorithm can avoid (or at least reduces) the appearance of those sentences by accepting a threshold of the Unit Overlap similarity measure (Saggion et al., 2002) .
Where || Y X ∩ || are the matched keyphrase lemmas between sentences X,Y. ||X|| , ||Y|| are the total number of keyphrase lemmas in sentences X,Y. The similarity here is measured based on the number of matched keyphrases occurring in the sentences.
Document richness technique (Doc-Rich)
For a highly cohesive readable text, we defined a second summarization technique which is based on the centroid document approach discussed in section (3.2.3). A document usually consists of several topics, part of these topics are addressed and maintained by many other documents, while others are individual topics for the document. The basic concept was to construct a method that preferred sentences of centroid documents when more than one sentence carried the same topic. Extracted sentences then follow the context flow of centroid documents, and hence a cohesive summary was produced.
The first step of the algorithm orders documents D i according to their CDS values. As explained in section (3.2.3) CDS measures the importance of a document in terms of shared concepts with other documents of the cluster. The second step orders cluster topics T k , by cluster scores TS k . Then for each T k , the algorithm searches ordered D i for the first sentence that include T k . When found, the sentence is appended to summary sentences if it does not already exist in the list. The process is continued until all sentences representing cluster topics are extracted. The algorithm then selects first n % number of sentences required for summary. The Doc-Rich algorithm avoids the errors that occurred as a result of repeated documents with different names, or two sentences describing the same subject. As it is not allowed for the cluster topics T k to have a duplicate keyphrase, and this thereby avoids duplicate sentences (or even sentences that include same important keyphrases), since for each keyphrase, only one sentence is extracted.
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
Evaluation of automatic text summarization systems by human evaluators requires massive efforts. This hard expensive effort has held up researchers looking for methods to evaluate summaries automatically. Evaluating summarization systems is not a straightforward process since it is an elusive property [9] . Current automated methods compare fragments of the summary to be assessed against one or more reference summaries (typically produced by humans), measuring how much fragments in the reference summary is present in the generated summary. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed summarization techniques, two experiments were carried out. The first experiment was designed to evaluate and compare the accuracy of the proposed system against other systems using automatic measure. The second was designed to evaluate other features of the proposed summarization techniques given different article types. Human evaluators were used in this experiment. The following subsections describe the details of each experiment and the datasets used.
The datasets
To test the new keyphrase-based techniques, two datasets were adopted. The first (DataSet1) was TAC 2011 Dataset. It was selected to evaluate and compare the summaries of the new techniques against the published summaries of systems presented in TAC 2011, using the same dataset for the same task of producing 240-250 words summary. DataaSet1 included the source texts, system summaries, and human summaries. The data set is available in 7 languages including Arabic (http://www.nist.gov/tac/2011/ Summarization/). It was derived from publicly available WikiNews English texts. Texts in other languages have been translated by native speakers of each language. The source texts contain ten collections of related newswire and newspaper articles. Each collection contains a cluster of ten related articles. The average number of words per article is 235 words. Each cluster of related articles deals with news about a single event. Each article in a certain cluster includes a limited number of topics (mostly one or two topics) about the event. Some topics are dealt with by many documents, while others are addressed in a single document. DataSet1 is not enough to test all the features of the proposed algorithms, since all documents are concerned with a single event that carries a limited number of topics. Therefore, we then collected a second dataset (DatSet2) that contains four collections of related web articles in social, science, geology, and geophysics domains. Each collection contains a cluster of 10 related articles with multiple numbers of topics for each domain subject. The average number of words per article is (340) words. The summarization task was to produce a 280-290 word summary.
Experiment 1: System validation against other systems
Many systems have been developed for automatic evaluation of summary systems. One such system, Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [14] , is a recall measure that counts the number of overlapping n-gram units between the system summary generated by computer and several reference summaries produced by human. ROUGE has proved to be a successful algorithm. Several variants of the measure were introduced, such as ROUGE-N, and ROUGE-S. ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. ROUGE-S utilizes Skip-Bigram Co-Occurrence Statistics. Skip-bigram any pair of words in their sentence order, allowing for arbitrary gaps. ROUGE-S, measures the overlap ratio of skip-bigrams between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. DataSet1 described in sec (4.1) was used for this experiment.
This experiment has been applied to measure the success of the proposed summarization techniques by comparing them with other systems. To carry out the experiment, the two proposed techniques were applied to summarize the same cluster sets used in TAC 2011 to produce 240-250 word summaries for each cluster. DataSet1 already includes the summarization results generated by other systems under test as well as the reference human summaries. Rouge test was applied to all summaries to be compared, and reported the experimental results in terms of ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-S. Precision P, recall R, and F-measure were calculated for each measure. We have used the existing Rouge evaluation methods implemented in the Dragon Toolkit Java based package (http://dragon.ischool.drexel.edu/ ). The existing Arabic lemmatizer [5] was used in stemming for all summaries.
Tables (2, 3 The positive results for the two proposed techniques, particularly Sen-Rich technique, were expected. The good performance of the two techniques lies in the initial usage of a good scoring scheme for cluster topics, and then adopting these topics as attributes to evaluate the topic's richness of sentences and documents within the cluster, instead of using text passages (documents, paragraphs, or sentences) directly for assessment. In Sen-Rich technique, the scoring algorithm is based on summing for all cluster topic scores existing in that sentence. The algorithm captures rich sentences that contain many important cluster topics. For a condensed summary, and the cluster of documents dealing with a single event with a limited number of topics, the algorithm succeeds to capture a minimum number of sentences that carry the most important topics of the cluster. Doc-Rich technique ranked a satisfactory result, but less than Sen-Rich.
In Doc-Rich technique, the algorithm extracts only one sentence for each keyphrase. It starts by high score keyphrases, then extracts the first seen sentence in centroid document that contains this keyphrase for summary; if it is not already existing. In this technique, only one sentence at most is extracted for each keyphrase. This gives the opportunity to cover all the major topics of the document, and at the same time, allows for keeping redundancy to a minimum. We expect Doc-Rich to function with consistently good coverage when summarizing multiple topic documents. Moreover, in this technique, the algorithm prefers sentences of centroid document, extracted sentences then follow the context flow of this document, and hence a cohesive summary is produced. Automatic evaluation systems do not deal with the coherence feature in its evaluation. We therefore performed a second experiment, using human evaluators to measure the performance of the two proposed techniques when applied to summarize multiple topic documents. 
Experiment 2: Multiple topics test
In this experiment we compared the two techniques to determine their ideal applicability to extract summary sentences given different article types. In the first experiment the documents to be summarized are concerned with a single event that carries a limited number of topics. However, in this experiment, we applied the proposed techniques to summarize clusters of multi-topic articles using DataSet2 described in section (4.1). Three human evaluators were asked to assess the resulting summaries. Summaries were evaluated on the bases of measuring their coverage, informative richness and coherence. The maximum score was 5 per measure with a total 15 for a summary. Figure 1 is an example of summary output by Doc-Rich technique. Table 4 shows the three human evaluation scores (H1:H3) for the four clusters (C1:C4) for the two proposed techniques. It is noticed in this test that Doc-Rich technique performed better than Sen-Rich technique. Doc-Rich had an average score of 11, while Sen-Rich had an average score of 9.2. The Doc-Rich technique was extracted the summary sentences as much as possible from a centroid document to produce a cohesive readable text summary. In this technique documents were sorted according to their importance. Then the algorithm extracted the first seen sentence in the list of documents. Most of the summary sentences were extracted from the centroid (top) document. In our experiment, we found that on the average, 72 % of the summary sentences were extracted from the centroid document. Ordering the extracted sentences was provided by the document itself, and hence a cohesive summary was produced.
In Sen-Rich technique, many sentences that describe same (focus) topics dominate the selection. All sentences containing the main topics will get higher scores, which may lead to redundant sentences selection, and does not provide room for other topics to appear in the summary. However, the Doc-Rich technique extracts only one sentence for each important cluster topic, this provides an opportunity for more important concepts to appear in summary, and hence more coverage. Table 4 : Human evaluations scores for the proposed techniques using DataSet2 H1 H2 H3 Doc-Rich C1 11 12 11 C2 12 13 11 C3 10 12 10 C4 8 10 12 Sen-Rich C1 7 10 11 C2 10 10 9 C3 9 11 9 C4 7 8 9 
Fig. 1 example summary output by Doc-Rich technique

CONCLUSIONS
In this research we have presented two keyphrase-based techniques for multi-document summarization. A new concept-centroid approach was presented. In both techniques a centroid cluster topics scoring scheme was used to recognize the importance of a particular keyphrase. In the first technique Sen-Rich, sentence importance was determined by summing all cluster topic scores that exist in that sentence. In the second technique, Doc-Rich, documents were sorted according to their importance; the most important one was the centroid document. For each important cluster topic only one sentence was extracted from centroid document. We conducted two experiments. In the first, we compared the proposed techniques with different systems presented at TAC 2011 to summarize clusters of Arabic documents. We employed ROUGE evaluation measures. The results show that Sen-Rich technique had superiority over all systems in ROUGE-S. In the second experiment, clusters of multiple topic web articles were collected. Using human evaluators, the results showed that Doc-Rich technique had superiority over Sen-Rich technique. The two experiments show that Sen-Rich technique tends to be useful when the documents to be summarized are dealing with single event with limited number of topics (e.g news articles) and there is a highly condensed summary. The algorithm succeeds to capture sentences that carry the most important topics of the cluster. However, for a task of summarizing multiple documents with multiple numbers of topics, Doc-Rich technique tends to be more appropriate for better coverage and a cohesive readable text summary.
